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Recursive procedures are obtained for counting isomorphism classes of three- 
connected graphs and of two-connected graphs without vertices of degree 2. We 
apply an enumeration tool developed by R. W. Robinson to count non-isomorphic 
2connected graphs: he expressed the sums of cycle indices of automorphism groups 
of connected graphs in terms of those of their S-connected components, and we do 
the same for 2-connected graphs and their 3-connected components. 
A graph will be assumed to be finite and unoriented, with no loops or 
multiple edges; if multiple edges are to be allowed, the term m&graph will 
be used. A graph or multigraph will be called k-connected if at least k 
vertices and their incident edges must be removed to disconnect it (a 
complete graph is considered to be k-connected for any k). A block (respec- 
tively, multiblock) is a 2-connected graph (respectively, multigraph) with at 
least 2 vertices, and a brick is a 3-connected graph with at least 4 vertices. 
We define an unlabelied graph to be an isomorphism class of graphs in order 
to give the concept of counting a set of unlabelled graphs its usual meaning 
[7, P.511. 
Unlabelled graphs and unlabelled connected graphs were counted indepen- 
dently by several mathematicians [7, p. 811. Recursive procedures for 
counting unlabelled blocks and unlabelled connected graphs without vertices 
of degree one were obtained by Robinson [lo]. We carry the investigation 
one step further and obtain recursive procedures for counting unlabelled 
bricks and unlabelled blocks without vertices of degree 2. 
The method we use is essentially that of [lo]: there the sums of cycle 
indices of automorphism groups of connected graphs are expressed in terms 
of their blocks, and we do the same for blocks and their 3-connected com- 
ponents. 
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The literature contains many decompositions of multiblocks into 3- 
connected components (see, for example, [9, 11, 131). The one we use to 
count unlabelled bricks is essentially the one in [ 111, where the uniqueness of 
the decomposition is stated without proof. We at first proved it from a 
theorem of Trakhtenbrot [12] on the canonical decomposition of 2-pole 
networks, and later received a preprint [4] containing a proof as a special 
case of a more general construction. Section 1 contains a description of this 
decomposition and of Trakhtenbrot’s theorem, since it is convenient to use 
both forms simultaneously, and also of the series-parallel decomposition of 
multiblocks which we use to count blocks with no vertices of degree 2. 
These decompositions involve splitting a graph G into two graphs G, and 
G, which have no common edges and exactly two common vertices u and V, 
and adding an edge e = (u, V} in at least one of the components-say, G,. If 
an automorphism g, of G, is to be extended to an automorphism g of G and 
if k is the smallest number such that g:(e) = e, then gk induces an 
automorphism on G, which preserves or permutes u and u in G, according 
as g: preserves or reverses the orientation of e in G,. Cycle indices which 
take the orientation of edges into account were used in [7, p. 1281 to count 
all the orientations of a graph. In Section 2 we give formulae for these cycle 
indices analogous to the rooting formula of [ 10, p. 330, Theorem l] and the 
composition formula of [ 10, p. 337, formula 91. 
Sections 3 and 4 contain the derivation of recursive procedures for 
counting, respectively, unlabelled bricks and unlabelled blocks with no 
vertices of degree 2. These procedures have been programmed on the BESM- 
6 computer at the Computing Centre of the USSR Academy of Sciences in 
Moscow, and the numbers of the corresponding graphs with up to 9 vertices 
and all relevant numbers of edges are given in the tables at the end of the 
article. 
1. DECOMPOSITION OF GRAPHS AND NETWORKS 
To count unlabelled bricks, we use a decomposition of multiblocks into 3- 
connected components and a related decomposition of 2-pole networks. The 
following decomposition into 3-connected components is taken from 
14, 11, 131. 
If G is a (multi)graph or a network, then VG and EG denote its vertex-set 
and its edge-set, respectively. A bond is a set of parallel edges. 
Let X be a set of bricks, polygons with at least 3 edges, and bonds with at 
least 3 edges. Let T be a tree such that VT = X. To every incidence (u, C), 
where u E ET and C E X, we assign an edge e(u, C) E C in such a way that 
u1 # u2 * e(u,, C) f e(u,, C) (see Fig. la). Let QX, I”) be the multigraph 
obtained as follows: for every I( = (C,, C,} E ET, the edges e(u, C,) and 
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G = i-(X.T) 
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FIGURE 1 
e(u, C,) are identified as a single edge e(u) and e(u) is the deleted and 
becomes a virtual edge of r(X, r) ( see Fig. lb). Then r(X, ZJ is called a 
composition and C E X are its 3-connected components. 
It is shown in [ 13, Chap. 1 l] that r(X, T) is 2-connected and that every 
multiblock G can be expressed in the form T(X, 7’) for some X and T. A 
representation of G of the form G = T(X, 7) is called a decomposition of G 
into 3-connected components, and its uniqueness is proved subject the 
maximality of the components. In view of uniqueness we write X = X(G) and 
T= T(G). 
But maximality is not a convenient enumeration parameter; so we use an 
equivalent but simpler uniqueness condition. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Any multiblock G with at least 3 edges admits a 
unique decomposition G = T(X, T) into 3-connected components such that no 
two bonds in X are adjacent in T and no two polygons in X are adjacent in 
T. 1 
This uniqueness condition was proved in [3] and [4] and a very similar 
one was stated without proof in [ 111. But the entire decomposition, together 
with a proof of just this uniqueness condition, follows easily from 
Trakhtenbrot’s canonical decomposition theorem for 2-pole networks [ 121. 
A network N is a multigraph with two distinguished vertices, called its 
poles and labelled 0 and co, such that the multigraph N* obtained from N by 
adding an edge between the poles of N is 2-connected. A chain is a network 
consisting of 2 or more edges connected in series with the poles at its 
terminal vertices, and a pseudo-brick is a network N such that N* is a brick. 
Let M be a multiblock or a network with m > 2 edges and let X = 
{N,, e E EM) be a set of networks, disjoint from each other and from M, 
each having at least one edge. Let G = M(X) be the multiblock or network 
obtained from M by choosing an orientation (u, v) of each edge (u, v} in EM 
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and replacing e by N,, identifying the pole 0 of N, with u and the pole co 
with v. Then G = M(X) is called a superposition with core M and 
components N, E X. A decomposition of a multiblock or a network G is a 
representation of G as a superposition: G = M(X). A network N is called, 
respectively, an h-network, a p-network or an s-network if it admits a decom- 
position whose core is, respectively, a pseudo-brick, a bond or a chain (see 
Fig. 2). A p-network (respectively, an s-network) is called a series union 
(parallel union) of its components. 
Trakhtenbrot’s theorem, of which proofs can be found in [l, 8, 12, 141, 
can be stated as follows. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Any network with at least 2 edges belongs to exactly 
one of the 3 classes: h-networks, p-networks, s-networks. An h-network has a 
unique decomposition and a p-network (respectively, an s-network) can be 
uniquely decomposed into components which are not themselves p-networks 
(s-networks), where uniqueness is up to orientation of the edges of the core, 
and also up to their order if the core is a bond. 
It turns out that Trakhtenbrot’s theorem is equivalent to finding, in a 
multiblock, the 3-connected component containing a given edge. For suppose 
we delete the edge e = (u, v} from the multiblock G to form the network 
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N = G\e, with poles u ,and u, and decompose N and all its non-trivial 
components. Then we restore e between the poles u, v of the core of N and 
add an edge between the poles of each non-trivial component of N. Then the 
core of N becomes the 3-connected component G, of G containing e, and the 
cores of the decomposition of the components of N bcome the 3-connected 
components of G adjacent to G,. Pseudo-bricks turn into bricks, bonds into 
bonds with at least 3 edges and chains into polygons. And the condition that 
the components of an s-network (a p-network) can not be s-networks (p- 
networks) becomes the condition that two polygons not be adjacent (two 
bonds not be adjacent). Using this construction Proposition 1.1 is easily 
deduced from Proposition 1.2 (see also [ 11). 1 
To count blocks with no vertices of degree less than 3, which we call H- 
blocks, we use the classical series-parallel decomposition of a multiblock, 
whose core is an H-block and whose components are series-parallel 
networks (SPN). A block or multiblock G = N* which can be obtained from 
some series-parallel network N by adding an edge between the poles of N is 
called a series-parallel graph (SPG) or a series-parallel multigraph (SPM), 
respectively. These are the multiblocks which are called “suppressible to an 
edge” in ]6]. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let G be a multiblock with at least 2 edges. 
(a) If G is an SPM, then for any edge e = (u, v) of G, deleting and 
orienting e yields an SPN with poles u and v. 
MULTIBLOCK 
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(b) If G is not an SPM, then G has a unique decomposition whose 
core is an H-block and whose components are SPN. 4 
See Fig. 3 for an example and [ 151 for a proof. 
Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 were sufficient to count labelled bricks and 
labelled H-blocks [ 151, but proposition 1.1 is needed to count either set of 
unlabelled graphs. 
Finally we note another well-known fact that will be used to reduce the 
counting of blocks suppressible to an edge to a special case of the work done 
to count bricks. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. A multiblock is suppressible to an edge if and only lf 
there are no bricks among its 3-connected components. [ 
2. CYCLE INDEX SUMS FOR SUPERPOSITIONS 
Let g: VG -+ VG be an automorphism of the graph G and g,: EG + EG be 
the permutation of the edges of G induced by g. Any cycle C of length k of 
the permutation g, is either positive, that is, for every edge {u, v} E C, 
gk@) = u and g”(v) = v, or negative, that is, for every edge {u, v} E C, 
g”(u) = v and gk(v) = u [7, p. 1251. Suppose that g partitions VG into i, 
cycles of length 1, i, cycles of length 2,..., and that g, partitions EG into j, 
positive and k, negative cycles of length 1, j, positive and k, negative cycles 
of length 2,.... We call 
z(g) = apa$ . . . b{lbk . . . cfl&z . . . 
the cycle type of g (compare with [7, p. 1281). 
Let A(G) be the automorphism group of G, Y a subset of A(G), and ) Y] 
the cardinality of Y. We call 
the cycle index for the graph G with respect to Y, and we write Z(G) instead 
of Z(A(G)). 
Let N be a network without parallel edges. Define A+(N) to be the 
subgroup of positive automorphisms of N-those which preserve each 
pole-A-(N) to be the subset of negative automorphisms-those which 
permute the poles-and A(N) = A+ (N) U A -(N). In a cycle type z(g), where 
g E A(N), do not include the poles as elements of the vertex-cycles. Define 
the positive cycle index Z’(N) of N to be Z(A+(N)). If N is pole- 
symmetric-that is, if ] A-(N)1 > O-then clearly ] A+(N)! = IA -(N)I = 
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]A(N)(/2. In this case, define the negative cycle index Z-(N) of N to be 
Z(A -0); otherwise define Z-(N) to be 0. 
Let X be any pole-symmetric set of networks-that is, X is closed under 
the operation of changing the labels on the poles of its non-pole-symmetric 
members-and let Yt = CNEX Z’(N) and Y- = CNEXZ-(N). The number 
of pole-symmetric networks in X is given by the coefficient sum #(Y-) of 
Y-, and the total number of networks by #(Y+). The sum of the positive 
cycle indices of the pole-symmetric networks is not derivable from Yt and 
Y-, but the cycle index sum for the set of networks derived from X by 
considering the poles of each network to be indistinguable is (Yt + Y-)/2. 
The following proposition may be considered as a two-pole analogue of 
[ 10, p. 330, Theorem 11. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any graph G, let X(G) be the set of networks N 
formed from G by distinguishing, orienting, and then deleting an edge of G, 
considering its ends to be the (distinct) poles of N. Then 
Y+(G)= 1 Z+(N)=$$$ 
NEX(G) 1 
Y-(G)= c Z-(N)=;?. 
IVEX I 
Proof The proof of this proposition follows the same general scheme as 
that of [ 10, Theorem I], except that the set of permutations g preserving a 
given edge e is divided into two subsets-those g that preserve the orien- 
tation of e and those that reverse it-and the set of edges preserved by a 
given permutation is similarly divided into two subsets. We illustrate this 
modification with an example and leave the reader to adapt the proof in [lo] 
accordingly to prove this proposition. 
FIGURE 4 
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EXAMPLE 1. Consider a graph G drawn at random (see Fig. 4), which 
has 4 automorphisms. The set X(G) consists of 3 non-isomorphic networks 
N,,, N, and N,; Z+(N,) = (a:b’: + a,b:)/2, Z-(NJ = (a:bz + a,b:)/2, 
Z’(N,) = Z’(N,) = a:b’: and Z-(N,) = Z-(N,) = 0. 
The network N, is formed by deleting 1 edge {A, B } in G, and each cycle 
type in Z+(NJ---and in Z-(N,)-is multiplied by l/2 = 2/]A(N,)] = 
2 x l/IA(G)]. The pair of networks (N,, NJ is formed by deleting one of 4 
edges in G, and each cycle type in Z+(N,) + Z’(N,) is multiplied by 2 = 
2/]A(N,)] = 2 x 4&4(G)]. So to get Y+(G) (resp. Y-(G)) sum, over all the 
edges e of G, the cycles types of all the permutations which preserve e and 
preserve (reverse) its orientation, multiply by 2&4(G)], and then divide by u: 
(by u2) to eliminate the poles of the networks formed by deleting e. 
Now change the order of summation and sum, over all the automorphisms 
g of G, z(g) multiplied by the number of edges g preserves with orientation 
preserved (respectively, reversed): these numbers are the exponents of b, 
(respectively, of ci) in z(g), hence the partial ‘differentiation. The .4 
automorphisms of G are gl = (AW(CW)3 gz = (A)W(CD)9 
g, = @B)(C)(D) and g, = (M)(W). Then z(g,) = a:b:, and g, preserves 
all 5 edges and their orientations; z(gz) = a:a,b, b: and g, preserves 1 edge 
{A, B} and its orientation; z(gJ = a~a,c,b~ and z(gJ = a:c,b:, and g, and 
g, each preserves 1 edge {A, B} and reverses its orientation. Straight 
substitution verifies Proposition 2.1 for this G. 1 
An inflation of order k of a cycle type z(g) is the cycle type formed by 
multiplying all the cycle lengths by k. In the notation of [lo], this cycle type 
would be written i(g)[aj+ ajk; bj+ bjk; cj+ cjk]; we abbreviate it to z&g), 
with similar definitions for inflations of cycle indices Z,,,(A) and of cycle 
index sums Yo,. A composition of the pair Y = (Y+, Y-) of positive and 
negative cycle index sums for a pole-symmetric set of networks about a cycle 
type z(g) is the polynomial obtained when each bj in z(g) is replaced by Y& 
and each ck in z(g) is replaced by Y;k). In the notation of [lo], this 
polynomial would be written z(g)[ai + ai; bj-+ Y+[a, -+ aij; bi -+ b,; 
ci + cij]; ck-+ Y-[ai+ aik; bi- bik; ci + cik]]; we abbreviate it to z(g)[ Y], 
with similar definitions for compositions about a cycle index or a cycle index 
sum. 
The following theorem may be considered as a two-pole analogue of [ 10, 
p. 337, formula 9 1. It gives the sum of the cycle indices of a set of super- 
positions with a given core with respect to the automorphism group of the 
core; this is not necessarily the sum of the cycle indices of the full 
automorphism groups of these superpositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be a pole-symmetric set of networks without 
parallel edges and let Y+ = CNEXZt(N) and Y- = CNEX Z-(N). Consider 
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all the non-isomorphic superpositions G whose components are networks in X 
and whose core is a graph G, or a network N,, without parallel edges. Then if 
the core is a graph G,, the sum of the cycle indices of these G with respect to 
AC&) is WJP’L and if the core is a network NO, the sums of the cycle 
indices of these G with respect to A ’ (N,) and A - (NJ are Z+ (N,)[ Y] and 
Z(N,)[ Y], respectively. 
Proox The proof of the proposition follows the same general scheme as 
that of [ 10, formula 91; so we provide two examples-one to illustrate how 
to deal with components with non-trivial automorphism groups, and one to 
illustrate how to deal with a set of networks containing more than one 
element-and leave the rest to the reader. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G, be the triangle ABC, so that Z(G,) = (sib: + 
3a,a,b,c, + 2a,b,)/6, and let X= (N,}, where N, is taken from Fig. 4. We 
recall that Z+(N,) = (afb’: + a,bi)/2 and Z-(NJ = (a:b: + a,b$)/2. The 
only possible superposition G is drawn in Fig. 5a, and IA(G)] = 48. We sum 
the cycle types and divide by 48 to get Z(G). 
If the vertices of G, are fixed, the 3 components each run through A ‘(NJ 
independently. Summing the cycle types and dividing by 48 yields a 
contribution of ai(Z+(N,))3/6 to Z(G). 
Now let g, be the reflection automorphism (AB) in G, and find all the 
automorphisms g of G which can be extensions of g,. Clearly g, acting on 
the component AHBI, must be one of the two automorphisms in A-(N,,). 
This gives a factor of 2Z-(NJ for this component. For the vertices D, E, F, 
G there are 4 possibilities divided into 2 groups: (DF)(EG), (DG)(EF); 
(DFEG), (DGEF). In the first two cases, g* induces the trivial automorphism 
on each of the two components BECD and AFCG, and in the second case, gz 
induces the automorphisms (DE) and (FG) on these components. This gives 
a factor of (2a:b: + 2a,b:) = 4Z&(N,) for the union of these components. 
5b 
FIGURE 5 
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Taking the whole graph, summing over all 3 reflection and dividing by 
IA(G we get a contribution of a, a,Z&,(N,) Z-(NJ2 to Z(G). 
Finally, let g, be the rotation (ABC) of G,. The 8 possible extensions g of 
g, to G again divide into two groups depending upon the action of g3 on 
each component. For 4 of these-(DGH)(EFI), (DGZ)(EFH), (DFH)(EGZ), 
(DFZ)(EGH)-g’ induces the identity automorphism on all 3 components, 
and for the other 4-(DGHEFZ), (DGZEFH), (DZVZEGZ), (DFZEGH)-g3 
exchanges the internal vertices in each component. This gives a factor of 
(4a:bi + 4a,bi) = 8Z&(N,) for the union of these components. Taking the 
whole graph, summing over both non-trivial rotations and dividing by 
JA(G)I, we get a contribution of a,Z&,(N,)/3 to Z(G). Then Z(G) = 
Z(Gllswo)1. 
EXAMPLE 3. With the same G,, let X = (IV,, N,}, where N, and N2 are 
taken from Fig. 4. Then Yt = 2afbi and Y- 4 0. Orient all the edges of G, 
cyclically from A to B to C to A, and replace each oriented edge by a 
network--N, or IV,-so that the orientation of the deleted edge is from the 
pole 0 to the pole co in the network which replaces it. Since there are 2 
choices for each edge of G,, there are 8 possible superpositions G,, 
i = l,..., 8 (see Fig. 6). These 8 graphs fall into 2 isomorphism classes, one 
having 2 members G, and G,, each with 3 automorphisms and cycle index 
(a:b:* + 2aib:)/3, and one having 6 members, each with 1 automorphism 
and cycle index a: b:*. 
C 
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We seek C = Z(G,) + Z(G,), but so that all the cycle types may be 
divided by ]A(G,)] = 6, we sum them over all the superpositions instead of 
over isomorphism classes. Now we change the order of summation. For each 
g, E A (G,), we find all the superpositions Gi on which g, can be extended to 
an automorphism g of Gi, sum the cycle types of all such g over all such Gi, 
and then sum over all g, E A (G,). 
If the vertices of G, are held fixed, all 8 choices of Gi,..., G, are possible; 
this contributes ~:(2aibT)~/6 = u:(Y+)~/~ to JJ. 
If g, is the rotation (ABC) of G,, we can choose either network N, , N2 for 
one of the edges of G,, and then for each of these two choices, the network 
to replace each of the other two edges of G, is determined: we must have G, 
or G,. This gives a factor of 2a:bf: for the union of the 3 components. 
Taking the whole graph and both rotations, we have a contribution of 
a,(2a: bj)/3 = a, Y&/3 to c. 
For the reflection (AB) of G,, we can choose either N, or N, to replace 
one of the edges AC, BC, and then the other is determined; this leaves G,, 
G, , G,, G, and gives a factor of 2~: bi = Y& . But there is no network in X 
with which to replace AB; this eliminates all the Gi and gives a factor of 
0 = Y-. The contribution to C is thus 0 = a, u2 Y-Y&/2; and C = 
Z(G)[Yl. I 
Two important special cases of superpositions are the series and parallel 
unions of networks. We denote by sk a chain with k edges, by pk a bond with 
k edges, by p, a one-edge network and by pO a no-edge network. For any 
k > 2, Z+(s,) = a:-‘bf, and Z-(sk) =u,u~k-2MZb~2 if k is even and 
u$k~‘V2b~k-‘)‘zc, if k is odd. Summing over k from 2 to co and applying 
Proposition 2.2, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If X is a pole-symmetric set of non-s-networks without 
parallel edges and if Y is the pair of sums defined in Proposition 2.2, the 
positive and negative cycle index sums of the series unions of networks in X 
are, respectively, u,b:(l -u,b,)-‘[Y] and b,(a, + a,c,)(l -a,b,)-‘[Y]. 1 
Proposition 2.2 can be extended to multigraphs and networks with parallel 
edges if we allow automorphisms to include permutations of parallel edges. 
With this definition, A+(p,) = Sk, the symmetric group on k objects, and 
A-(p,) is formed from A+(p,) by replacing every odd edge-cycle with a 
negative cycle of the same length. By [7, p. 183, formula 8.4.41, 
$e2rp,z(S,) = exp(x,” i bdk). Applying this extension of Proposition 2.2, 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If X is a pole-symmetric set of non-p-networks 
without parallel edges and if Y is as in Proposition 2.2, the sums of the 
positive and negative cycle indices of the union of {pOi, X, and the set of 
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parallel unions of networks in X are, respectively, exp(CE ,(1/k) Y&J and 
ewCL oddWk) Yii) + Ck even(l/k) Y:k))- 1 
3. DERIVATION OF THE BRICK-COUNTING ALGORITHM 
From now on, all graphs and networks are assumed to be 
“unlabelled’‘-i.e., counted up to isomorphism-and to have no parallel 
edges. 
From Proposition 2.2 with X = {p,, , p, }, the cycle index sum of all graphs 
on n vertices is Z(ar,)[bi + 1 + bi ; ci + 1 + ci], obtained from Z(K,) by 
replacing each bi with 1 + bi and each ci with 1 + ci, where K, is the 
complete graph on n vertices. Now Z(K,) can be derived from [ 10, p. 334, 
formula71, which gives the cycle index of A(K,) without regard to the orien- 
tation of the edges, by replacing the term br2’, which comes from the prin- 
cipal diagonals of even polygons, by cy*‘; so we get 
(1) 
where the sum is over all n-tuples (dl,..., d,) of non-negative integers such 
that n = x1= r id,, ]x ] means the integral part of x, and (i, j) and [i, j] mean 
the highest common factor and lowest common multiple of i and j. The 
corresponding cycle index sums for connected graphs and blocks can be 
derived as in [lo] or as in [2] or by the method outlined just before formula 
10 of this paper. 
Let B count-that is, be the cycle index sum of-the blocks, and let 
(K+, K-) be the pair of cycle index sums which count the networks with 
non-adjacent poles. Then by Proposition 2.1, 
K--’ aB 
a2 ~2, * (3) 
And if (D+, D-) counts all the networks except p,,, then 
D+ = (1 + b,)K+ - 1; (4) 
D- = (1 + cI)K- - 1. (5) 
Now let (St, S-) count the s-networks, (I’+, P-) count the p-networks 
together with p,, and (H+, H-) count the h-networks. By Propositions 1.2 
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and 2.3, S+ = a,bi(l - a,b,)-‘[D+ - S+]; so S+(l -al(D’ - S+)) = 
al(Df - S+)*, and so 
Similarly, 
St = u,D+(D+ -St). (6) 
S- = (0;) -S:,,)@, + azD-)- (7) 
Then S+ can evaluated recursively from (6), and then S- from (7), using the 
value of St already computed. 
Also, the non-p-networks (not counting p,) and their parallel unions are 
just the networks with non-adjacent poles; and so by Propositions 1.2 and 
2.4, 
(8) 
(9) 
Kt =exp f 
( 0 &=I 
+- (D&j - p:,,)); 
(DC) - f’;J + c 
k even 
To evaluate D+ -P+, first take the logarithm of K+, using [7, p. 9, 
formula 1.2.81, and then evaluate the ith order term (D’ - P+),r, of 
Dt -Pt for i= 1,2,... recursively: (D’ - P ‘)( 1, = log Kh, , and for each 
k = 1,2,..., multiply each cycle length in the first-order term by k, divide the 
coefftcients by k, and subtract from log K&, ; then (D’ - Pt ),*, is the 
second-order term in the difference, and so on. Once these values have been 
determined, subtract Ck ,,,,( l/k)(D&, - P&J from log K-, and then 
D- -Pm can be similarly computed recursively. 
(This method of first taking the logarithm and then subtracting recursively 
could also be used to find the cycle index sums for connected graphs and for 
blocks: it is more efftcient than the method of [lo], since the logarithm need 
be calculated only once, and almost as efficient as the “best method” 
presented in [2]). 
Now Ht and H- are found by subtraction: 
H+=D+-p+-S+; 
H-=D--p--S-. 
(10) 
(11) 
Finally, if F counts bricks and (L ‘, L-) counts pseudo-bricks, then by 
Propositions 1.2 and 2.2, 
H+ = L+[D], (12) 
H- = L-[D]; (13) 
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and by Proposition 2.1, 
(14) 
(15) 
The cycle index sums L + and L- can be computed from (12) and (13) 
recursively as in the calculation of B [a, + 0] in [lo]: Lh, = 0 and 
L+ =H+ 121 t2, ; subtract LG,[D] from Ht [D], and the terms of order 3 in the 
difference add up to L &, , and so on; and similarly for L -. Thus 
Proposition 1.1 is not needed to count pseudo-bricks: it suffices to have 
Proposition 1.2. Finally the terms in F containing either b, or c, are found 
by computing 
$,L+ db, +~jL-[bI-tO]dcl. (16) 
To find the terms in F independent of both b, and c, we need 
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a multiblock. The adjacency tree T(G) for the 3- 
connected components of G has either a centre or two adjacent centres; in 
the latter case, we call the two central vertices “almostcentres” to 
distinguish them from a single centre, and define the bi-centre to be the edge 
which joins them. 
For any virtual edge e = {v, w} of G, G can be expressed as the parallel 
union of 2 networks N, and N,, not both s-networks and not both p- 
networks, with poles v and w; then we write G = e(N,, N,). For any 3- 
connected component C of G, G can be expressed as a superposition whose 
core is C, where if C is a polygon (respectively, bond), none of the 
components can be s-networks (respectively, p-networks) (see Fig. lb). This 
decomposition of G becomes unique if we express G as a central 
superposition, whose core is the centre of T(G) if T(G) has one, or else as a 
bi-central parallel union G = e(N,, N2), where e is the bi-central virtual 
edge-that is, e = e(u) and u is the bi-centre of T(G). 
It would be nice if something analogous to [ 10, p. 343, Theorem 5) were 
true: i.e., if every automorphism which moves all the edges preserved only 
the centre of T(G) or the bi-central virtual edge, as the case may be. Unfor- 
tunately this is not the case: if the graph in Fig. 5a, whose 3-connected 
components are shown in Fig. 5b, undergoes the automorphism 
(AB)(C)(DF)(EG)(H)(Z) which moves all the edges, the 3-bond on A and B, 
both of its virtual edges, and the triangles AHB and AZB are preserved as 
well as the central component, the triangle ABC. Therefore it is not sufficient 
to take the cycle index sum of all superpositions and set b, = c, = 0; the sum 
of those which are not central must be found and eliminated. 
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An automorphism of a tree preserves the distance from each vertex to the 
centre, if the tree has one, or else to the nearest almost-centre. For any vertex 
u of a tree T except the centre, if T has one, or the two almost-centres 
otherwise, there is a unique edge q(v) = (0, w} in T such that w is nearer to 
the centre, or to the nearest almost-centre, than u, and for any edge e = (v, w} 
in T except the bi-centre, if T has one, one vertex q-'(e) is farther than the 
other from the centre (or the nearest almost-centre). This l-l correspon- 
dence q from the set of vertices, excluding the centre or the two almost- 
centres, onto the set of edges, excluding the bi-centre if T has one, has the 
property that any automorphism of T preserves u if and only if it preserves 
q(v). Also, if T has a bi-centre, an automorphism of T must either preserve 
or exchange the two almost-centres. 
Now any automorphism of a multiblock G induces an automorphism on 
the tree T(G). It follows that there as a l-l correspondence between the 
decompositions of G whose core is a 3connected component G,, where G, 
is neither central nor almost-central, and the representations of G as 
e(N, , NJ, where e is not the bi-central virtual edge, and any automorphism 
of G preserves G, if and only if it preserves the corresponding virtual edge e. 
Now suppose that T(G) has a bi-centre u = (C,, C,}. Then if G has no 
automorphism which exchanges C, and C,, the decompositions of G whose 
cores are C, and C, represent non-isomorphic superpositions, and every 
automorphism of G preserves C, and C,. And if G has an automorphism 
which exchanges C, and C,, these two superpositions are isomorphic, and 
half the automorphisms of G preserve C, and C, and half the automorphisms 
exchange them. 
If we construct the cycle index sum for all possible superpositions whose 
cores are bricks, bonds and polygons, subject to the condition that if the core 
is a bond (polygon) none of the components can be p-networks (s-networks), 
then to obtain B we must subtract the cycle index sum for all the non-central 
superpositions satisfying the same condition, and then add the cycle index 
sum for all bi-central parallel unions of two networks, not both s-networks 
and not both p-networks. If we subtract the cycle index sum for all possible 
parallel unions of two networks, not both s-networks and not both p- 
networks, we will have subtracted the cycle index sum for all the non-central 
superpositions except the almost-central ones, and subtracted (instead of 
added) the cycle index sum for bi-central parallel unions; so we must now 
subtract the sum for almost-central superpositions and add twice the sum for 
bi-central parallel unions. 
A bi-central parallel union e(N,, N,) such that N, and N, are not 
isomorphic will correspond to two non-isomorphic almost-central super- 
positions, each with the same cycle index as e(N,, N,); these make. no 
contribution to the correction term. A bi-central parallel union e(N,, N,) 
such that N, and N, are isomorphic will correspond to only .one almost- 
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central superposition, whose cycle index with respect to the automorphism 
group of the core is exactly twice that part of the cyclic index of e(N,, NJ 
corresponding to automorphisms which preserve N, and N2. Also, if N, and 
N, are isomorphic, the parallel union e(N,, NJ is necessarily bi-central. The 
correction term is thus twice that part of the cycle index sum for the parallel 
unions of two isomorphic h-networks, corresponding to automorphisms 
which exchange the two components. 
Then B consists of 5 terms: 
(a) F[D], representing the superpositions whose cores are bricks 
(b) plus a term representing superpositions whose cores are polygons 
and whose components are not s-networks 
(c) plus a term representing the superpositions whose cores are bonds 
and whose components are not p-networks 
(d) minus a term representing the parallel unions of two networks, not 
both s-networks and not both p-networks 
(e) plus twice a term representing the component-exchanging 
automorphisms of the parallel unions of two isomorphic h-networks. 
To find term b, we use formula 5.3.2 of [7, p. 1281 for the cycle index of 
the group of the k-gon: 
-$ s p(d) a2’db2’d + 
I 
aa:/zb$k/2)-1 cf + ~a~a~k12)-lb~/2, k even 
dlk 
fa,a:k-“/2b:k-“/2c,, kodd, (17) 
where q(d) is the number of numbers less than and relatively prime to d. 
Sum (17) over k from 3 to co. The first term becomes 
-fa,b, - aafb: - Sa,b, + 4 ?’ 
& 
= -fa,b, - aafbf - aa,b, + f 
and the second term becomes 
(1 -a,b,)-‘(ja,a,b,c, + ia:b,c: + aa:a,b:). 
So term b is 
-$a, Q’ - aa:( - aa2(Q+)C2, + 1 2 9 (-k@ - %Q:,,>> 
d=l 
+ Cl- a2 Q&-'(Q,Uh a2Q- + $ai(Q-1" + ida2 Q&>, (18) 
where Q +=D+-S+ andQ-CD--S-. 
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Now term c comes from the parallel unions of at least 3 non-p-networks. 
The parallel unions of exactly two non-p-networks, neither of which is p,, 
are counted by 
+a#+ + H+)2 + ia,(s- + H-)* + +<a: + a,)(S:,, + H$)). (19) 
When this is subtracted from 
faiP+ + fa,P-, (20) 
which counts the parallel unions of 2 or more networks, the result is term c 
plus the sum for the parallel unions ofp, with an s-network or an h-network. 
Since P counts pI as well as the p-networks, the parallel union of p1 with an 
s-network or an h-network are included along with term d in 
fa;(H+S+ + H+P+ + S+P+) + fa,(H-S- + H-P- + S-P-) 
+ fa;(H+)* + ia,( + ;(a: + a,)H:,,. (21) 
Finally, term e is just f(af + a,)H,&. This term is to be added twice; and 
so it is dropped from (19) and (21). 
We note that (19) + (21) (without the HA,) + ia@+ - St)’ (from (18)) 
simplifies to 
b(a; + a,)S:,, + :a;D+(D+ + 2H+) + fazD-(D- -P-) -fa2(S-)2.(22) 
Constructing B from terms a, b, c, d and e and solving for F[D] yields 
F[D] = B - (20) - (18)(without oaf’) + (22). (23) 
Now F may be extracted recursively from F[D]. This yields F without 
first computing L ’ and L-; these may then be found from (14) and (15). It 
took 6 minutes to compute F[D] up to 9 vertices and 14 minutes to 
extract F. 
Set a, = xi and bi = ci = y’ in a cycle index sum; then the coefficient of 
x”y” is the number of graphs (or networks) of the appropriate type with n 
vertices (not counting the poles of networks) and m edges. Table I gives these 
numbers obtained from F, L +, L- and (L + + L-)/2 for n Q 9 and all 
relevant m. These count, respectively, bricks, pseudo-bricks with poles 
distinguished one from another, pole-symmetric pseudo-bricks, and pseudo- 
bricks with poles not distinguished. The numbers agree up to 19 edges with 
the numbers of 3-connected graphs and pseudo-bricks found by Igor 
Faradzhev by generating graphs, testing for 3-connectivity, and’ counting 
edge-cycles [5]. 
Another method for calculating F, which is simpler for hand calculations 
TABLE I 
The Number F,,, of Bricks with n Vertices (4 Q n < 9) and m Edges, and the Numbers of 
Pseudo-Bricks with n - 2 Internal Vertices and m - 1 Edges: Lie,,,-, with Poles 
Distinguished, Lz-,,,-, with Poles not Distinguished, and L;-l,nr-, for Pole-Symmetric 
Pseudo-Bricks 
n m F L’ L- Lo n m F L+ L- Lo 
4 6 
4 c 
5 8 
5 9 
5 ; 
6 9 
6 10 
6 11 
6 12 
6 13 
6 14 
6 15 
6 Z 
7 11 
7 12 
I 13 
I 14 
I 15 
I 16 
I 17 
I 18 
I 19 
I 20 
1 1 
1 1 
1 3 
1 3 
1 1 
3 7 
2 3 3 3 
3 18 4 11 
4 30 6 18 
4 23 5 14 
2 10 4 7 
1 3 1 2 
1 1 1 1 
17 88 24 56 
3 28 4 16 
14 164 12 88 
25 373 23 198 
31 463 31 247 
28 365 33 199 
17 204 26 115 
9 88 16 52 
5 32 8 20 
2 10 4 7 
1 3 1 2 
1 1 1 1 
136 1731 159 945 
8 12 4 
8 13 24 
8 14 101 
8 15 254 
8 16 413 
8 17 475 
8 18 426 
8 19 306 
8 20 187 
8 21 103 
8 22 52 
8 23 23 
8 24 11 
8 25 5 
8 26 2 
8 27 1 
8 
8 'r" 238: 
9 14 19 
9 15 204 
9 16 1068 
9 17 3348 
9 18 7152 
9 19 11199 
9 20 13683 
9 21 13604 
9 22 11374 
9 23 8203 
9 24 5216 
9 25 2963 
9 26 1536 
9 27 737 
9 28 333 
9 29 144 
9 30 62 
9 31 25 
9 32 11 
9 33 5 
9 34 2 
9 35 1 
9 
9 ; 8089: 
15 I 11 
335 29 182 
1971 75 1023 
5658 150 2904 
9910 248 5079 
11874 322 6098 
10533 347 5440 
7328 308 3818 
4167 233 2200 
2004 152 1078 
839 91 465 
309 45 177 
104 22 63 
33 9 21 
10 4 7 
3 1 2 
1 1 1 
55094 2044 28569 
291 21 156 
4687 103 2395 
28873 351 14612 
99630 902 50266 
227032 1900 114466 
374965 3229 189097 
477302 4498 240900 
489390 5248 247319 
417455 5269 211362 
303228 4648 153938 
190742 3668 97205 
105246 2614 53930 
51466 1690 26578 
22511 1001 11756 
8904 546 4725 
3231 271 1751 
1087 129 608 
345 55 200 
107 23 65 
33 9 21 
10 4 7 
3 1 2 
1 1 1 
2806539 36181 1421360 
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and may take a little less computer time, begins by computing F[D] [b, --f 0; 
c, + 0] from (18)-(23) with 6, = c, = 0, and the terms in F containing 6, or 
c, from (16). Then F,,,[b, -+ 0; c, -+ 0] = F[D],4j[b, + 0; c, + 0], and since 
the remaining terms of Ff4, have already been calculated, we known F,,,. 
Now the terms independent of b, and c, in F,4,[D] are computed and 
subtracted from F[D] [b, + 0; c, + 01. The terms of order 5 in the difference 
give F,,,[b, -+ 0; cr -+ 01; so we now have F15,, and so on. 
4. THE ALGORITHM FOR COUNTING H-BLOCKS 
The first step is to compute the cycle index sums for series-parallel 
networks. By comparing the way SPN’s are decomposed with 
Proposition 1.2 for general networks, one can easily see that it suffices to 
remove ail reference to h-networks. If in formulae (4)-( 11) we set 
H+=H-~0, so that in (6) and (7) D -S becomes P, and in (8) and (9) 
D -P becomes S, and replace “network” with “SPN” in the descriptions of 
the networks counted by D, K, P and S, the equations remain valid. These 
cycle index sums are recursively constructed from these equations: from (6), 
S&r = 0; from (8), K,& = 1; from (4), D,& = b,; from (lo), P,& = b,; the 
coefficients of order 1 are found in the same order, and so on, with 
exponentials evaluated recursively using [7, p. 9, formula 1.2.81. The 
negative cycle index sums are then treated similarly. 
Let R count the SPG’s, as defined before Proposition 1.3. By 
Proposition 1.4, it suffices to set H+ = H- = F = 0 in Eqs. (18~(23~in 
particular, Q is replaced by P in (18)---and replace B by R in (23). We thus 
obtain 
R = (18)[Q + PJ + fa:P+ + fa,P- - +(a; + a&S:,, 
+ &;S+(D+ + P+)- &S-(D- + P-). (24) 
A small amount of computer time is saved by evaluating R [b, + 0; c, --t 0] 
from (24) and the other terms in R from 
K+ +. 
K- - 2’ a’ 
u* ac, ’ 
(25) 
(26) 
which follow from Propositions 1.3 and 2.1. 
If only the number of SPG’s is wanted, these formulae may be simplified. 
Setting a, = xi and bi = ci = y’ turns these cycle index sums into ordinary 
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generating functions like D + (x, JJ) and D-(x, y), which count all the SPN’s 
and the pole-symmetric SPN’s, respectively, and turns expressions like S&, 
into S+(xk, y”). These equations could have been derived by modifying 
Polya’s theorem [7, pp. 42,431 in the same way as we have modified 
Robinson’s theorem. Note that (25) and (26) have no analogue in this case. 
The cycle index sums for blocks which are not SPG’s is B -R, and if we 
TABLE II 
The Number of Homeomorphically Irreducible 2-Connected Graphs 
with n Vertices and m Edges for n < 9 
n 
m 4 5 6 7 8 9 
6 
I 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
21 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
35 
34 
35 
36 
Total 
1 
1 2 
1 4 
5 
4 
2 
I 
1 
1 3 19 149 2581 
4 
17 
30 
34 
29 
17 
9 
5 
2 
1 
1 
5 
33 
133 
301 
464 
505 
438 
310 
188 
103 
52 
23 
11 
5 
2 
1 
1 
25 
217 
1352 
3953 
1939 
11897 
14131 
13827 
11465 
8235 
5226 
2966 
1537 
731 
333 
144 
62 
25 
11 
5 
2 
1 
1 
84151 
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let H count H-blocks (instead of h-networks as before), then by Propositions 
1.3 and 2.2, 
B-R=H[D]. (27) 
Then H can be extracted recursively from (27) in the way outlined for the 
solution of (12) for L ‘. It is for this step that the cycle index sums for B and 
R and not just the generating functions are needed. It took 12 minutes to 
compute H up to 9 vertices. Set a,. = xi and bi = ci = y’ in H, and the coef- 
ficient of x”y” is the number of H-blocks with n vertices and m edges. These 
are listed in Table II for n < 9 and all relevant m. 
Note. We have learned by private communication that Robinson has 
independently developed methods for counting bricks and H-blocks. 
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